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These experiments employ retroviral mediated gene Regulation of WASP:
transfer of Ang-1, as well as wild-type and mutant ver- PIP2 Pipped By Toca-1?sions of Tie2 into HSC followed by transplantation.
These studies clearly demonstrate that Tie2 activity in-
creases that proportion of quiescent HSC in vivo. Finally,
and perhaps clinically important, the authors show that Cdc42 is a key regulator of cell polarity and actin dy-
the administration of Ang-1 in vivo protects HSC from namics. One of its effectors, WASP, initiates the as-
the myelosuppressive effects of 5-FU or radiation. sembly of new actin filaments. In this issue of Cell, Ho
In summary, the studies by Arai and colleagues have et al. (2004) show that a previously unknown regulator
uncovered an important regulatory mechanism where named Toca-1 is required for Cdc42 to activate WASP.
HSC fate is controlled by signals derived from cellular This discovery changes our picture of how small
elements of the microenvironment. A key feature of GTPases and multiple other signals converge to stimu-
these studies is the strong suggestion that the Tie2/ late actin polymerization and cell motility.
Ang-1 signaling pathway is important for HSC function
in normal physiological contexts. This, of course, will Actin polymerization provides the engine that drives
need to be further verified by conditional knockout or multiple aspects of eukaryotic cell motility, including cell
other genetic techniques. These studies together with movement, adhesion, phagocytosis, and various as-
previous efforts now open a wide range of experimental pects of membrane traffic. Both genetic and biochemi-
possibilities. Clearly, a more precise definition of the cal evidence have shown the actin-nucleating Arp2/3
HSC niche is necessary, as it is very unlikely that a complex to be a particularly important regulator of actin.
“generic” osteoblast can function alone as the niche Two separate pathways, centered on the Arp2/3 activa-
cell. Ongoing studies that define the genetic profile of tors WASP and SCAR/WAVE, allow signaling molecules
HSC supporting stromal cell lines should provide a range such as Cdc42 and Rac, respectively, to control actin
of markers that could be utilized to more rigorously de- dynamics. The SCAR/WAVE pathway is relatively com-
fine the in vivo niche (Hackney et al., 2002). Finally, the plicated, involving a large assembly of proteins whose
stage is now set for exploring how other regula- functions are still poorly understood. WASP regulation,
tory mechanisms are integrated with Tie2/Ang-1, and on the other hand, was thought to be comparatively
whether these are activated by signals from distinct or simple—with unstimulated WASP held in an autoinhib-
identical microenvironmental cell populations. In addi- ited, inactive conformation, which unfurled and became
tion, one can envision future studies to explore other active upon stimulation by signaling molecules such as
processes such as asymmetric cell division with a similar Cdc42 and also the phospholipid PIP2. A paper in this
degree of precision currently possible in systems such issue (Ho et al., 2004) now proposes that WASP is also
as Drosophila or C. elegans. regulated through a protein complex, calling into ques-
tion some of our previous ideas about the differences
between WASP and SCAR/WAVE protein regulation.
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Toca-1 is a60kDa Cdc42 binding protein which con-
tains single FCH, HR1, and SH3 domains, but no pre-
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viously known Cdc42-binding domains. FCH domains was thought to bind PIP2 is short and poorly conserved.
are found in proteins associated with signaling to the This is very dissimilar to most interactions between sig-
cytoskeleton, such as S. pombe Cdc15, while SH3 do- naling lipids and their target proteins, which are medi-
mains are ubiquitous mediators of protein:protein inter- ated by conserved domains with high affinities and
actions. Deletion analysis shows that binding to Cdc42 specificities such as PH and FYVE domains. Ho et al.
is mediated by the HR1 domain. This raises the intriguing (2004) suggest that the interaction between PIP2 and
possibility that most or all HR1 domains, which are found WASP only occurs under nonphysiological conditions
in a range of signaling proteins from PKCs to Rho bind- and may thus be biologically irrelevant. They propose
ing proteins, are GTPase binding elements. It also im- alternatively that PIP2 may regulate WASP through
plies that activation of WASP is a two-step procedure, GEFs, which contain lipid-specific PH domains. Yet
in which Cdc42 binds first to Toca-1 and then directly again, similar observations have been made for SCAR/
to the CRIB domain in WASP. The details of these inter- WAVE—one recent paper suggests that PIP3 binds di-
actions are completely unknown, but it seems likely to rectly to the SCAR/WAVE basic domain equivalent to
us that both interactions may be necessary for proper that in WASP (Oikawa et al., 2004). Ho et al. (2004) open
WASP activation. This odd pas de deux could be a up the possibility that this domain’s physiological role
way of sharpening the response through cooperative may be to bind a regulator rather than directly to a lipid.
interactions, or of cutting down background actin poly- The paper from Ho et al. (2004) opens up a new avenue
merization by requiring two activated Cdc42 molecules for study of WASP regulation of actin assembly and has
for one of WASP. There are clear precedents for such forced us to take a fresh look at old models for signaling
interactions, for example in the two-stage activation of to actin through Cdc42, WASP, and the Arp2/3 complex.
PKB, first by PIP3-dependent localization to the mem- There are plenty of pieces of the puzzle yet to emerge
brane then by PIP3-dependent phosphorylation by as we study the functions of FCH and HR1 domains and
PDK1 (Currie et al., 1999). Such mechanisms may thus as old models are reevaluated in the light of Toca-1.
be unexpectedly widespread.
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A second key implication of this work is for the role
of PIP2. Previously, it was thought that direct binding
of both PIP2 and Cdc42 was needed to activate WASP.
The discovery of Toca-1 suggests an upstream position Going the Distance, or Not,
for PIP2 in the signaling pathway. This would relegate with Neurotrophin SignalsPIP2 from being essential for WASP activity to being just
one of a huge number of signals that can lie upstream
of GTPase signaling. In addition, WASP can also be
activated away from membranes. If PIP2 were an essen-
NGF and NT-3 both signal through TrkA receptors ontial cofactor, all WASP activation would have to be within
the axons of developing sympathetic neurons, buta protein’s width of a membrane, which seems incom-
while NGF supports survival and differentiation, NT-3patible with actin’s physiological behaviour. This role
does not. In this issue of Cell, the difference is ex-for PIP2 would also fit better with what we know about
lipid binding proteins. The domain through which WASP plained as the ability of NGF, but not NT-3, to induce
